
04032: "a period pierced by strong sadness, first in denmark after presenting my 

work and feeling rather misunderstood and then with my kid celebrating christmas 

alone prior departing from one another but then some good time spent with jacek 

hiking up the dolomites with thrill of being sucked in an avalanche which gave us 

much to talk about and was really invigorating and then home at my parents in the 

alps feeling rather okay but sometime a bit oppressed by the family environment 

spiced up by joyous relatives' dinners"

12063: "still more bombs and explosions in the middle east but also some crazy 

man shooting in usa and switzerland with a few accidents in the alps"

01108: "in my newly bought apartment now shared with lamin setting up first a 

room for him with a double bed then improving a bit my own but mostly fixing up 

things without really spending much money and already paint up the room with the 

stuff i wish to produce otherwise being at the university despite not having any 

money to afford the metro ticket and having to walk long distances also to stay 

with my kid and do a little bit of renovation in her mother's apartment till i 

left for a small conference in cophenaghen and explored allot the city doing my 

archival projects to then seat for hours on at the boring conference feeling 

rather depressed but then going to italy driving quite much around the alps with 

jacek and then staying with my parents in my native mountains doing quite some 

cross-country ski with my stepfather and finally joining jacek in poland where i 

started editing allot of the accumulated video material but also explored and 

ending up at the boarder with check republic with his friends playing games, 

drawing and cooking with them"

10058: "in krakow with jacek and with his friends to the mountains for new years 

eve getting to know them all quite much in the music scene playing in bands like 

maci and lukas who got really to like my project and lukas' girl olla who speaks 

fluent swedish but then also meeting many of jacek's cousins like anya with whom i 

taught italian lessons at her school finding her really quite enthusiast and her 

athlete boyfriend with whom i might launch a commercial Website and his warsaw 

cousin who was into a tv channel of some sort but more introvert then also getting 

to  know  an  huruguaian  girl  escaping  from  sweden  and  keeping  it  in  the  more 

affordable poland and at last martina the experimental musician really cool indeed 

collecting sounds in the city till late at night."

18039: "a month spent all traveling to denmark and then to my alps and then 

poland thus being quite exposed to the wind in all the outdoor excursions despite 

it no being so powerful but once walking up a small mountain the checz republic 

with the wind blowing throw the trees at various intensities and up a mound in 

krakow"

05042: "walking to catch a bus in the middle of the night crossing the industrial 

area where i live and then in italy having no money and walking from the bergamo 

airport to the station to then join jacek and walk him all around my parents' city



of vicenza even up the hills at night and then in the dolomites on the high snow 

trying to reach some lakes but finally causing an avalanche and almost dying but 

then just simple walks also with my parents in my native highland down to asiago 

center and finally to krakow where despite my left knee hurting jacek took my on a 

long pilgrimage to a monastery by the big river but also across hills with wild 

dogs  and  finally  some  walking  in  the  suddetic  small  mountains  in  the  checz 

republic and much walking in the latter part up and down and across krakow to come 

back from the dentist in nowa hut and across desolated concentration camps coming 

back from a high school where i taught italian and then much walking to meet 

people and produce work for an upcoming exhibition including much getting lost in 

the city center with its surrounding looking pretty much the same and disorienting 

me"  

16043: "in the icy cold yet dry sweden but then going down to italy finding snow 

but rather sunny and warm weather with some very nice days in the mountains but 

then some more cloudy ones in my native highlands always followed by sun though 

and  then  also  find  almost  a  spring  weather  in  krakow  in  the  checz  republic 

followed by a much chillier weather with the temperature dropping below zero and 

much cloudy and snowy weather"

02109: "dreams i wrote while traveling and therefore not so regular but i did 

manage to get some good nights dream at my mother's place and at jacek's place 

particularly influenced by being with my parents in my native mountains where i 

got into an avalanche accident and in poland where i was walking with wild dogs 

around and i went to dentist"

13068: "filming in the emancipated suburbs of stockholm with the snow and then 

many filming all through the city of kopenhagen from the station to the harbour to 

then go to italy and film from the bergamo airport to the city and then my 

parents' city of vicenza and up on the dolomites with jacek where we were had an 

avalanche  accident  and  in  the  beautiful  south  tirol  filming  in  the  gorgeous 

village of castelrotto and in bolzano at night to then go to a small village on 

the garda lake and back up to my parents in my native alps of the asiago highland 

where i had fewer chances of filming due to the cross-country skies i used when 

being with my stepfather"

13069: "more filming in my native highland of asiago and also in the village 

itself to then go to krakow and fining a very nice spring-like weather to film on 

our way to a monastery along the main river and also in a small new year's eve 

journey to the sudetic mountains at the border with poland but also visiting and 

filming many destitute town around each boarder when finally the real winter sets 

in a film on my way to business in krakow ending up in desolated suburbs and even 

a concentration camp otherwise filming in the beautiful historical center and the 

big main square"

10049: "in prussia, meaning the most west russia or better the very isolated



kaliningrad facilitating a workshop with students from all over russia and there 

meeting very interesting people like on a bus a guy from kazakistan now working as 

a nurse in germany and a very intelligent moskow guy which might have actually 

worked as an infiltrator and new otherwise quite much about opera but then also 

meeting the swedish facilitators like a half estonian guy looking and reasoning 

much like an aristocrat and a nice girl from skåne who was quite talented with 

crafting things but got quite wasted on cigarettes and alcohol and a polish young 

architect and a straight forward ukrainian girl who was also about to start her 

doctorate and had not so much nice views of sweden and the tasteless food there" 

03055:  "much  eighties  and  nineties  hits  heard  on  the  corridors  and  in  the 

bathrooms and in the hallways and shops of a russian cruise during a last trip 

with my ex wife and son to then be rather isolated and musicless for sometime 

other than gipsies street musicians also dressing up like santa claus and playing 

christmas songs or a choir in kopenhagen singing the usual santa lucia but then 

also in the alps in italy hearing christmas music broad-casted in the square of a 

beautiful small town"

09040: "still reflecting on my recent trauma concerning the separation with my 

wife while now walking many a miles to reach my son having no money for the metro 

ticket but also now starting to walk and reflect about my new condition in the 

deep industrial and emancipated south of the city yet very solar and nice but also 

recording myself on few occasions in my native mountains where i could barely be 

alone with all the friends and relatives and later also some recordings in krakow 

crossing through portions of the soviet like suburbs and eventually ending up in a 

totally desolated concentration camp feeling deeply the horrible effect of all 

political regimes"

15033: "a period characterized by much pollution inhaled first on my trip over 

christmas down to the north of italy landing in bergamo and walking to the center 

from the airport inhaling much exhaustion gases and then also in my parents city 

taking jacek around and still breathing quite a bit of the traffic but then 

finally some fresh air up in the mountains from which i left to go to southern 

poland and find a totally stagnant air fully condensed with coal still used from 

soviet times to warm up many houses in the slightly depressed plateau where krakow 

lays and thus getting to breath that bad air with jacek really wanting to reach a 

monastery out of the city outskirt but then going to a much cleaner location in 

the small mountains of the alsazaia region to then get back to krakow where the 

wind has blown and the real winter has sat in leaving a cleaner air yet still 

having a times to avoid the city traffic by walking from jacek's house to the 

center by the big river but at last coming to the totally fresh but icy cold air 

of sweden"

07028: "a painting started in the summer in my ex wife parent's farm in the house i 

have renovated among all sort of furniture and boxes packed in the dining room 

awaiting  to  be  moved  to  our  new  apartment  yet  being  unable  to  complete  the



painting in such chaotic conditions and with all the demands set on me from my ex 

wife's family and all the work required from them to clean up the attic of much of 

their trash but finally having to wait to move to my new studio/apartment and 

there at last being able to paint over the details of this painting which again 

shows this dropping mass over a more colorful background and a flouruscent spot 

which should be behind the mass but comes out with its irradiation plus a oblique 

cut which is some sort of grass mountain like terrain over a more burning like sky 

in a diagonal which is more of descendence than a ascendance"

17027: "unemployed and in the stockholm suburbs with much time spent with my kid 

out walking around big body of water in the autumn and observing clouds from over 

small clifts and reflected in the very lake where i also go often to run and get 

affected with many birds and aquatic creatures in my subconscious imagination but 

also  many  guns  maybe  due  to  the  movies  i  rent  occasionally  or  the  russian 

literature telling of duels i read"




